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Coronavirus Death Count Explodes to 25% plus daily

By Staff of 247   News  

One Doctor posting videos about the spread of Coronavirus has been putting out exact future death 
counts for over a week..

Everyday the Virus’s death count has been exponentially increasing between 25% and 31% exactly as 
he warned it would a week ago in his amazing Youtube Video.

More bizarre is he is world famous for saying the past 25 years that 99.9% of humanity would die in 
2020 from BIO Warfare which he claims the Coronoavirus is.

He says the numbers out of China are fake, ignore them and just focus on the out of China numbers.

The virus has been infecting 20% more people everyday and as he explains it using basic exponential 
math, that means everybody will be infected in just 90 days.

12,000 infected now

20% daily growth rate in infections outside China

^90 Days and the total is over 8 billion the entire population of the Earth in only 3 months, now we 
know why China locked down one third of it’s population 6 weeks ago.

Exponential growth is fast, the old would you take a million dollars today or 1 cent doubled everyday 
for a month question. Well in exponential math the penny becomes over 25 million in only a month.

The WHO has doubled the death rate today to 3.5% but the worldwide rate is twice that, 3300 dead 
now and only 50,000 cured. Yet the death to cured ratio is way higher, in the USA it is 50%, 9 dead to 9
cured. Outside China the death to cured ratio is a huge 20%.  250 Dead outside China already and 
1,000 cured, so 4 to 1 ratio or 20% die.

The virus also reinfects so if the kill ratio is higher, it could be an extinction level event the Doctor 
warns.

The Doctor is Dr. Sol Adoni who is the founder of Natural Organic Labs an organic Pesticide 
company that uses ancient organic formula’s to kill insects without poisoning the planet.

Here is the amazing video released only 6 days ago warning the death count was at 70 and it would 
grow 25% to 31% daily. It is now 250 in just 6 days a huge 28.3% daily increase.

Dr. Adoni warns to isolate now and he tells all governments to quarantine everyone for at least 40 days.

https://247news.net/
https://naturalorganiclabs.com/
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